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Attention: Ms. Deb Oakman, Chief Administrative Officer

Dear Ms. Oakman:

Re: 3L Developments Inc. Properties

As per the letter dated March 27, 2013 from Edwin Grieve, in which three options were
outlined for the development of our property and the email received from Kevin Lorette, dated
May 14, 2013, 3L Developments Inc., hereby wishes to initiate an application for a Regional
Growth Strategy Amendment.

The intent of the application would be to allow 3L to proceed with the development of its
Riverwood project, which if successful, would result in the donation of 50% of the property as
parkland. This parkland would include the important recreational and culturally significant
areas along the Puntledge and Browns Rivers.

In Mr. Lorette’s email, he stated that the RD wished to know what the development would
consist of, in terms of location, density, types of uses, site access and services. In this regard, 3L
provides the following for the RD’s consideration.

RIVER WOOD VISION

TO DEVELOP A NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMUNITY THAT ENCOURAGES HEALTHY LIVING THROUGH
THE USE OF THE BESTA VAILABLE DESIGNS. APPROACHES, AND SYSTEMS

WE STRIVE TO CREA TEA UNIQUE COMMUNITY THAT RESPECTS AND CELEBRATES THE LAND
WHILE PROVIDING NEW AND AFFORDABLE LIVING OPPORTUNITIES FOR A DIVERSE
POPULATION
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DEVEOPMENT QUICK FACTS

Master Planned Mixed Use Community (residential, commercial, and recreational)
10 to 15 year build out
Built upon the social, economic, and environmental elements of sustainability
Will significantly contribute to the economy of the region through $1.3 million in taxes
annually, $360 million in direct and indirect expenditures, and 2600 man years of
employment
No infrastructure cost to the Regional District as project is totally self-sufficient in terms
of water and sewer
LEED targeted

> Total Site Area of 370 acres
185 acres of public parkiand dedication

> 9 kilometers of trails
> Provision of public access to the Browns and Puntledge Rivers with adequate parking

and facility improvements such as washroom/change rooms
741 lots residential units (single family and patio homes)
Dedication of currently private road into the public hand to ensure access to public
amenities

PROJECT WCATION

The Riverwood project is located within the Puntledge-Black Creek Electoral Area (Area C) of
the Comox Valley Regional District. It is located to the northwest of the City of Courtenay on
the confluence of the Browns and Puntledge Rivers. The site is ideally located upon the
threshold of Forbidden Plateau and Mt. Washington, which serves and builds upon the unique
recreational attributes of the development.

Riverwood is built upon 5 minute walking distances with an integrated transit loop, all serviced
by self sufficient and cost effect sewer and water systems that will not burden the regional
systems.

With 185 acres of land being placed within the public hand, including the popular Stotan Falls
recreation area and the creation of 9 kilometers of public trails, Riverwood will significantly
contribute to the broader community and the Comox Valley.

ECONOMIC DEVEIOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Each OCP in the Comox Valley supports the economic development of the region through
tourism and recreational opportunities. The RGS has policies that build upon the year-round
tourism opportunities offer by the region’s natural beauty, outdoor recreational opportunities,
and that reflect the region’s embracement of the emerging tourism market.



The stated objectives of the OCPs are to diversify the regional economy through expanding the
tourism market and promotion of the area’s natural amenities. Stotan Falls is one of the most
popular local swimming attractions in the Comox Valley; it is minutes from the urban centres;
easily accessed; attracts a wide variety of users; and is also privately owned.

Through Riverwood, the dedication of Stotan Falls, along with 185 acres and 9 kilometers of
trails is a crucial part of the larger puzzle to achieving regional objectives. Riverwood would
allow Stotan Falls and the linkages of recreational opportunities to be properly promoted by the
RD through the Comox Valley Economic Development Society as part of the Regional
destination recreation corridor.

Public tax payers cannot afford to purchase this popular regional recreational area in order to
have it in the placed in the common hand. Developing the site in accordance with LEED targets
and the best development practices will allow for 185 acres of this regional destination to be
put into the public hand.

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

The most important approach to the Riverwood development proposal, despite all of the pubic
and regional benefits, is that of 3L’s development approach and philosophy. 3L has imposed
strict environmental, economic, and social standards for itself to achieve in order to create a
responsible development. Riverwood brings enhanced ecosystem values, high efficiency, and
new standard for development in the Comox Valley.

To keep 3L on track of achieving its sustainability goals, it has created a complete set of
sustainability guidelines through a Sustainability Matrix (copy attached). This matrix outlines
the core targets of sustainability including a full scope of sustainability issues and Riverwood’s
approach to meeting those strict targets. It is understood that sustainability is not a final
destination but rather a continuous journey that we will take together in order to build better
and memorable places.

As part of Riverwood’s own strict sustainability strategy, independent and cost-effective
servicing will bring a new level of self-sufficiency to the project while not burdening Regional
government systems. For example, the Provincial Government will require that a utility
company run the sewer, water, and stormwater systems perpetually in the future, which will
remove the risk or the need for any local government to financially contribute or run the
systems.



WATER AND SEWER SYSTEMS

The Region has its water and sewer strategies. Riverwood does not wish to add an additional
burden on these systems as a result of its proposal. Technological advances allow Riverwood to
service its property on site, allowing it to be more environmentally responsible.

Riverwood is pursuing servicing options that will not burden existing systems nor create
systems that will cost tax payers money by:

> Integrating “off the grid” servicing in order to be self sufficient and responsible
Utilizing water re-use programs to reduce the amount of potable requirements (options
that would not be available under regional systems)
Augmenting the natural environment and habitat with high-quality reclaimed water and

> Arranging a long-term servicing provision with a utility to which the user will pay a
monthly utility fee (such as one does for natural gas or hydro)

3L believes that in order to be truly sustainable and start moving towards a better way of
building communities, creative servicing alternatives must be included and expected as part of
new developments.

REGIONAL PLANNING

In order for the Riverwood development proposal proceed, it needs as a first step, an
amendment to the Regional Growth Strategy.

The Riverwood site has been classified within the Rural Settlement Area category of the RGS.
The rural settlement areas encompass lands within the electoral areas that are not designated
agricultural or resource areas, provincial parks, or settlement nodes. The RGS strategy is to
ensure that the rural character of these places are maintained and should not be urban or
suburban in form or character.

Riverwood is consistent with rural area category as it:

Is in keeping with sustainability practices and reduces the footprint of the development
compared to traditional subdivision development
Maximizes the return of a regionally significant recreational area to the public hand
Provides a small neighbourhood commercial center upon a future transit loop
Will not burden municipal infrastructure in the future

> Is not located upon lands within the ALR or within resource areas

Furthermore, the various OCP’s in the Comox Valley all support: economic development,
responsible and sustainable growth, acquiring significant and important public amenities,
avoidance of sprawl and associated costly infrastructure, preservation of resource, forest and
agricultural lands, and preservation of heritage and environmental values.



Riverwood is consistent with goals of the OCP in the Comox Valley because it:

Promotes a sustainable future by clustering development, promoting alternative
transportation modes, preserves green space and will significantly contribute to the
economy
Preserves resource, forest, and agricultural lands
Provides a healthy lifestyle by incorporating multi-user trails, recreational areas,
community gardens and integrated stormwater management practices
Approaches development in an environmentally and socially responsible manner by
creating a broader public benefit rather than creating sprawling unsustainable growth

> Places Stotan Falls and 50% of the total site area within the public hand for all to enjoy

SUMMARY

Riverwood will:

> Place 185 acres of highly valued recreational land within the public hand
Place Stotan Falls within the public hand and meet Regional park planning goals
Create 9 kilometers of recreational trails for residents and visitors

> Bring $360 million in direct and indirect investment dollars to the Comox Valley, while
providing 2600 man years of employment
Generate $1.3 million in taxes per year
Provide a variety of home ownership options with a range of market prices
Protect the heritage values along the Browns and Puntledge Rivers
Remove servicing costs and burdens to the Regional District by providing innovative and
environmentally friendly solutions to sewer and water supply, water reclamation and
reuse, and stormwater management
Introduce a small local commercial village center to provide some services to both
Riverwood and surrounding residents but not to compete with the downtown
commercial centers within the Comox Valley

> Utilize a high level of innovation for servicing which will enable Riverwood to be more
environmentally responsible and sustainable. Independent sewer and water systems
and storm water management will not burden municipal infrastructure and tax payers

> Create a model for master community planning, providing limited neighbourhood
commercial services, provide a transit loop and bike lanes to promote alternative modes
of transportation and foster sustainability and create a sense of place.
Do this all over a 10 to 15 year build out period.

It is trusted that the Board will consider our vision for the property and the benefits that can
accrue to the Regional District and see fit to advance it through the amendment process.

If you require any more information or need clarification of any point contained herein, please
do not hesitate to contact me. To this end, it should be know that we have completed traffic



studies, an archaeological overview, environmental studies, servicing analysis, and an economic
impact analysis.

Yours sincerely,

Kabel Atwall
3L Developments Inc.
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Sustainability Pillar
Sustainability Issue Aim Proposed Measures Reference Source

Social Economic Environmental

Social Utilize green building Demonstrates commitment to green Certified buildings provide higher Certified buildings have third party Design guidelines will cite LEED green Regional Growth Strategy,

Certified Green Building practices for the design and buildings and educates people on building value review and certification processes building rating system measures for Smart Growth BC,
construction of buildings green building practices that act as a quality control system design and construction LEED-ND GIB Prereq 1

that instils a rigour to the design and

construction process

Social Include the views of all stake- The development should reflect the Reduced risks of delays in Project will reflect environmental Meet with local groups and host a Regional Growth Strategy,
Community Input holders in the plans for the views of all stakeholders. planning procedures concerns of the community open community meeting to solicit Smart Growth BC

development Participation is a key aspect of and document input and one open LEED-ND NPD 12
austainability and provides house and a web site with dedicated
educational value as well, email

Social Enable citizens from a wide Creates socially equitable and Families of varying incomes can No direct environmental factors. Include a sufficient variety of hous- Regional Growth Strategy,
Equity range of economic levels, socially engaging communities live in the community ing sizes and types and include a Smart Growth BC,

household sizes, and age proportion of rental and/or for-sale LEED-ND NPD 4
groups to live within the dwelling units. Development will

community also provide a percentage of

carriage houses

Social To accommodate The development will aim to A wide range of housing will Minimize the amount of future Variety of housing types to ac- Regional Growth Strategy,

Population Growth population growth in a provide suitable housing for the full stimulate the local economy. renovations to accommodate a commodate different Smart Growth BC,
sustainable framework cross section of the changing demographic demographics LEED-ND NPD 4

community.

Transportation Promote walking and Provides safe, appealing, and corn- Encourages physical activity that Walkable streets promote Design streets such that: LEED-ND NPD Prereq 1

Walkable Streets bicycling by providing safe, fortable street environments reduces risk of obesity, heart transportation efficiency and reduce a> each building has a principal

appealing, and comfortable disease, and hypertension, reducing pollution and GHG emissions functional entry

street environments the strain on public health systems b) continuous sidewalks in 90% of

streets

c) multi-use paths throughout

Ecology Conserve local flora and Maintains local flora and fauna Maintains desirable amenity areas Protects unique and endangered Provide a habitat conservation plan Regional Growth Strategy,

Conservation fauna and protect imperilled for future generations and increases land values ecological resources from a qualified biological scientist Smart Growth BC,
species and ecological LEED-ND SLL Prereq 2
communities. Educational value Permanently protect ecologically

sensitive areas and integrate them

into the layout

]1’VE
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Sustainability Pillar
Sustainability Issue Aim Proposed Measures Reference Source

Social Economic Environmental

Ecology Provide habitat and Maintains local flora and fauna for Native plantings often require less Re-introducing native planta to the Work with an ecologist/biologist to LEED-ND SLLc8

Restoration promote biodiversity future generations maintenance than non-native area enhances habitat area and restore 10% of the development

plantings biodiversity footprint to pre-development native

Educational value habitat

Ecology Protect unstable slopes Maintains and protects Avoids costs of remediation Minimizing erosion protects habitat Erosion and sedimentation control LEED-NC SS Prereq 1

Erosion from erosion surroundings and also maintains and reduces stress on natural water measures for construction

the aesthetic value of the area. Systems
Minimize construction

impacts

Ecology Msintsin the quality of the Natural areas provide pleasant Preserving topsoil, plants and tress Limiting the extent of construction Limit site disturbance including Regional Growth Strategy,

Natural Areas existing natural vistas in the surroundings for building users on the site can reduce landscaping activities to certain areas of the site earthwork and clearing of Smart Growth BC,

area that provide habitat costs and likely increases property minimizes ecological site damage vegetation to 12 meters beyond LEED-NC v2

and promote biodiversity values resulting in preservation of wildlife building perimeter, 1.5 meters

corridors and habitat beyond primary roads, walkways

and main utility branch trenches

Ecology Protect and enhance Avoiding development in sensitive Avoid remediation work and Protects and enhances water limit impacts to wetlands, water Regional Growth Strategy,

Natural Wetlands and surface water bodies ecological areas can encourage enhance property values quality, and plant and animal habitat bodies, and buffer zones to less that LEED—ND Prereq 3

Surface Water (watersheds, wetlands, and public support for a proiect as well 20% of those areas and implement
riparian areas) as educate the public storm water management

Ecology Provide a variety of open Open spaces provide appealing Low coat maintenance for multiple Vegetated open spaces provide Locate and/or design project so Regional Growth Strategy,

Open Space spaces to encourage spaces for social networking, civic community benefits habitat and other ecological that a park or plaza at least 1/2 acre LEED-ND NPD 9
walking, physical activity engagement, personal recreation services in area, lies within a ¼ mile walk
and time spent outdoors and other activities that create distance of 90% of planned and

social bonds between individuals existing dwelling units and business
and groups entrances.

Economy Use locally sourced Pride in local materials, increased Increased activity in local Reduced transport and associated Source products and materials as LEED-NC MR5

Local Material materials as much as connection with nearby businesses and services, reduced emissions much as possible from within the
possible communities and adds educational environmental footprint Comox Regional District

value
At least 20% by cost from within

800km by road

—
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Sustainability Pillar
Sustainability Issue Aim Proposed Measures Reference Source

Social Economic Environmental

Economy Be able to generate The development will provide The development will stimulate the Environmental issues will be Local employment and economic Regional Growth Strategy,

Generation economic opportunities opportunities for local employment local economy, directly and considered throughout the plans for opportunities such as job creation Smart Growth BC,
and inclusion, helping keep indirectly, the development in the economic will be generated as a resuft of the LEED-ND SLL 5
communities together. viability of the project project

Health and Wellness Ensure residential Maintain health and vitality of the Avoid costs associated with illness, Reduces toxic materials in the local Specify low tIOC materials, no LEED-NC lEO

Indoor Air Quality development conforms to community absenteeism and treatment, environment added formaldehyde and

public health guidelines ventilation standards

Health and Wellness Promote walking and Provides safe, appealing, and com- Encourages physical activity that Walkable streets promote Design streets such that: Smart Growth BC,

Walkable Streets bicycling by providing safe, fortable street environments reduces risk of obesity, heart transportation efficiency and reduce a) each building has a principal LEED-ND NPD Prereq 1

appealing, and comfortable disease, and hypertension, reducing pollution and GHG emissions functional entry

street environments the strain on public health systems b) continuous sidewalks in 90% of

streets

c) multi-use paths throughout

Infrastructure Have a focused and Creates vibrant and Creates a core of businesses that Communal water, energy and Project to be designed to allow Regional Growth Strategy,

Centralized Development centralized development financially sustainable communities support each other wsstewater systems can be businesses and services to be Smart Growth BC,
rather than individual lots

pattern implemented close to each other in centralized Best Practice
Social capital enhanced area.

Infrastructure Use appropriate Public education, knowledge and Minimizes long term cost a to the Prevents environmental impacts Conventional and innovative Developer driven

Technology technologies to achieve the exposure to sustainable community technologies will be considered to
development sustainability technologies optimize performance and Best Practice

objectives suatsinability

Infrastructure Preservation of dark skies A night sky filled with galaxies, Carefully designed exterior Stray light that enters the Design exterior lighting so that all LEED-NC S5c8

Dark Skies that contribute to the rural stars and planets is a lighting solutions can reduce atmosphere needlessly consumes site and building mounted
character of the Region and source of beauty and inspiration infrastructure costs and energy energy and adversely affects luminaries produce a max initial

protect the nocturnal wildlife to people and also part of a ‘good use. nocturnal wildlife environments luminance no greater than 1.1

neighbour policy’ horizontal and vertical lux at the site

boundary

RVERWOOD
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Sustainability Pillar
Sustainability Issue Aim Proposed Measures Reference Source

Social Economic Environmental

Waste and Recycling Promote recycling, Encourages the innovative reuse of Encourages local recycling facilities Reduction in volume going to Design guidelines will require con- LEED-NC MR2
composting and other waste materials, raises landfill tractors to implement a

Waste Reduction waste reduction practices environmental awareness construction waste management

plan and aim to divert at least 75%

of construction waste from landfill

Carbon Emissions Reduce air, water, and land Need for community to minimize Reduces impact of future carbon Carbon emissions reductions in Design guidelines will cite that all Regional Growth Strategy,

Minimum Building Energy pollution and environmental its global impacts taxes and operating costs buildings required to mitigate non residential buildings must be LEED-ND GIB Prereq. 2

Efficiency impacts from energy climate change 10% better than ASHRAE 90.1

production and Educational value -2007 (weighted average) and 90%

consumption of residential buildings must meet

Energy Star or equivalent criteria

Carbon Emissions Desire for low carbon, low Need for neighbourhood Reduce impact of future carbon Carbon emissions reductions Energy efficient street lighting (such LEED-ND GIB13

Energy Eflicient energy development community to minimize its global taxes and operating costs in buildings required to mitigate as LED / Solar / Battery system)

Infrastructure impacts climate change and infrastructure

Carbon Emissions Desire for low Carbofl, low Need for neighbourhood Reduce impact of future carbon Carbon emissions reductions in Design guidelines will cite that LEED-NC EAc2

Energy use in buildings energy development community to minimize its global taxes and operating costs buildings required to mitigate buildings exceed MNECB by 50%

impacts climate change energy consumption for LEED for Homes credit

comrrreroial buildings EA1 .1

Energy consumption rating of 76

or better on Energuide for Homes

(HERS)

Carbon Emissions Maximize passive energy Need for neighbourhood Reduce impact of future carbon Carbon emissions reductions in Passive Solar Layout Regional Growth Strategy,

Passive Energy benefits community to minimize its global taxes and operating costs buildings required to mitigate Developer driven

impacts climate change Best practises

Pollution Maintain air quality within Maintains healthy, clean Avoid costs associated with illness Improved environmental air quality Specify NOx, SOx and particulate LEED

Community Air Quality the region surroundings emission limits for buildings specific limits to be
confirmed

Water Impose no external Water-efficient landscaping helps Recycle water for irrigation and Native landscapes that have lower Use captured rain or recycled site LEED-NC v2

Efficient Landscaping demands on the community to conserve local potable water avoid paying utility rates for irrigation requirements tend to water to eliminate potable water

water supply resources potable water. Also reduces attract native wildlife consumption for irrigation
maintenance

E RW° Sustainabihty Matrix
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Sustainability Pillar
Sustainability Issue Aim Proposed Measures Reference Source

Social Economic Environmental

Water Reduce the impact on Aquifer ia conaerved for future Minimize long term coata to Minimizea the amount of water Mandate low flow fixturea Regional Growth Strategy,

Optimum Building Water natural water reaourcea generationa community for water and waate- withdrawn from the aquifer uae 30% leaa than LEED bench
mark for non-realdential, mixed uae LEED-ND GIB Prereq 3Efficiency Educational value

water infraatructure
and multi-family reaidential
buildinga
- 90% of reaidential buildinga
achieve all 3 pointa in LEED for
Homea.

Water lmpoae no external Affordable clean water ia a right for Control of water conaumption Better awareneaa of the value of Integrated water management plan LEED-NC Achieve all water

Self aufficiency demanda on community everyone coata and lower coat of aupply water making the beat of water credita

water aupply Educational value than Regional connection conaervation meaaurea including

high water uae efficienciea, atorm

water and rainwater collection, and

water re-uae to achieve net zero

impact

Water Mitigate the impact of Benefita the community through Storm water ponda can provide a Reduction and treatment of run- Infiltrate, re-uae and Regional Growth Strategy,

Storm Water Management development on drainage improved water quality aource of water for fire protection off volumea decreaae or eliminate evapotranapirate 80-95% of rain- LEED ND GIB 8

patterna for rainwater atorage tanka during contaminanta that pollute receiving fall from the development footprint

Educational value dry perioda water bodiea through meaaurea auch aa pervioua

pavera and rainwater collection

Water Impoae no additional Treating waatewater to re-uae Capital and operating coata On-aite waatewater management Treat all waatewater onaite to reuae Beat practicea, Health

Waatewater demanda on the community atandarda for non-potable water and water reuae minimizea potential atandarda with nutrient removal Canada Guidelinea

waatewater infraatructure applicationa reducea the demand on for impact on aurface and ground- CaGBC LEED-NC v2
local aquifera. Social awareneaa of water quality
waatewater management iaauea

Reduction in water conaumption Reducing potable water uae Reduce potable water uae within BC MSRWater lmpoae no external Water aquifer ia conaerved for future
can reduce capital coata of needed reducea the amount of water buildinga by at leaat 30% againat CaGBC LEED-NC v2

Water uae in buildinga demanda on the community generationa
water aupply and waatewater withdrawn from rivera, atreama, LEED baaeline

water aupply
facilitatea aquifera etc...

Legacy Enaure that the Enaurea quality aurroundinga for Maintaina value of property and Long term environmental perfor- Requirementa will be put in place Suggeated by the project
On going auatainability development continuea to future community membera low running coata mance to enaure that all of the auatainable team

perform over time deaign featurea are properly
maintained and managed
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Sustainability Issue

Social
Certited Green Building

Social
Community Input

Social
Equity

Ecology
Conservation

Utihze green building

practices br tnO design and

construction of buildings

Include the views of all stake-

holders in the plans for the

development

Enable citizens from a wide

range of economic levels,

household sizes, and age

groups to live within the

community

To accommodate

population growth in a

sustainable framework

Promote walking and

bicycling by providing sate,

appealing, and comfortable

street environments

Conserve local flora and

fauna and protect imperilled

species and ecological

communities.

Social

Demonstrates commitment to green

buildings and educates people on

green building practices

The development should reflect the

views of all stakeholders.

Participation is a key aspect of

sustainability and provides

educational value as well.

Creates socially equitable and

socially engaging communities

The development will aim to

provide suitable housing for the full

cross section of the

community.

Provides safe, appealing, arid com

fortable street environments

CerEtied buildings provide higher

building value

Reduced raks of delays in

planning procedures

Families of varying incomes can

live in the community

Encourages physical activity tEat

reduces risk of obesity, heart

disease, and hypertension, reducing

the strain on public health systems

Certified buildings have third party

review and certification urocesses

that act as a qualify control system

that instils a rigour to the design and

construction process

Proiect will reflect environmental

concerns of the community

Minimize lIne amount of future

renovations to accommodate a

changing demographic

Walkable Streets promote

i transportation efficiency and reduce

pollution and GHG emissions

Proposed Measures

Meet with local groups and host a

open community meeting to solicit

and document input and one open

house and a web site with dedicated

email

Include a sufficient variety of hous

ing sizes and types and include a

proportion of rental andlor for-sale

dwelling units. Development will

also provide a percentage of

carriage houses

Variety of housing types to ac

commodate different

demographics

Design streets such that:

a) each building hau a principal

functional entry

b) continuous sidewalks in 90% of

streets

c) multi-use paths throughout

Provde a habitat conservation plan

from a qualified biological scientist

Reference Source

Regional Growth Strategy.

Smart Growth BC,

LESD-ND SLL Prereq 2

RVEHWOOD
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Aim
Sustainability Pillar

Economic Environmental

Design guidelines will cite LEED green

bulding rating system measures tom’

design and construction

Regional Growth Strategy,

Smart Growth BC,

LEED-ND GIft Prereq 1

Social
Population Growth

Transportation
Walkable Streets

No direct environmental factors.

A wide range of housing will

stimulate the local economy.

Reg’onal Growth Strategy,

Smart Growth BC

LEED-ND NPD 12

Reglonal Growth Strategy,

Srnmart Crowth BC,

LEED-ND NPD 4

Regional Growth Strategy,

Smart Growth BC,

LEED-ND NPD 4

Maintains local flora and fauna

for future generations

Educational value

Mantains desirable amenity areas

and increases land values

LEED-ND NPD Prerea 1

Protects unique arid endangered

ecological resources

Permanently protect ecologically

sensitive areas and integrate them

into the layout



Sustainabihty Issue

Economy
Local Material

Use locally sourced

irialerials as much as

possible

Environmental

Reduced transport and associated

emissions

— ThVERWOOD
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Social

Sustainability Pillar

Economic

Aim Proposed Measures Reference Source

Ecology Provide habitat and Maintains local flora and fauna for Native plantings often require less Re-introducing native plants to the Work mith an ecologist/biologist to LEED-ND SLLcS

Restoration promote biodiversity future generations maintenance than non-native area enhances habitat area sod restore 10% of the development
. plantings biodiversity footorint to pre-development native

Educational value nabtat

Ecology Protect unstable slopes Maintains and protects Avoids costs of remediation Minimizing erosion potects habtat Erosion and sedimentation control LEED-NC SS Prereq 1

Erosion from erosion surroundings and also maintains and reduces stress on natural water measures for construction
the aesthetic value of the area, systems

Minimize construction

impacts

Ecology Maintain the quality of the Natural areas provide pleasant Preserving topsoil, plants and trees limiting the extent of construction Limif site disturbance including Regional Growth Strategy,

Natural Areas exiating natural vistas in the surroundngs for building users oil the site can reduce landscaping activities to ceitain areas of the site earthwork and clearing of Smart Growth BC,
• area that provide habitat costa and likely increases property minimizes ecological site damage vegetation to 12 meters beyond LEED-NC v2
: and promote hiodiversity j values resulting in preservation of wildlife building perimeter, 1.5 meters

Corridors and habitat beyond primary roads, walkways

and main utility branch trenches
---.-. -- ..-
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Ecology Protect and enhance Avoiding development in Sensitive Avoid remediation work and Protects and enhances water Limit impacts to wetlands, ‘eater Regional Growth Strategy,

Natural Wetlands and surface water bodies ecological areas can encourage enhance property values quality, and plant and animal habitat bodies, and buffer zones to less that LEED—ND Prereq 3
Surface Water (watersheds, wetlands, and public support ‘or a project as well 20% of those areas and implement

riparian areas) as educate the phlic storm w5ter management

Ecology Provide a variety of open Open spaces provide appealing Low cost maintenance for multiple Vegetated open spaces provide Locate and/or design project so Regional Growth Strategy,
Open Space spaces to encourage ‘ spaces for social networking, civic community benefits habitat and other ecological that a park or plaza at least 1/2 acre LEED-ND NPD 9

walking, physical activity engagement, personal recreation semicea in area, lies within a ¼ mile walk
and time spent outdoors and other activities that create distance of 90% of planned and

social bonds between individuals existing dwelling units and business
and groups entrances.

Pride in local materials, increased

connection with nearby

communities and adds educational

value

Increased actn.ty in local

businesses and sennmces, reduced

envmronn’iental footprint

LEED-NC MR5Source products and materials as

much as possible from within mba

Comox Regional District

At least 20% by cost from Within



Be able to generate

economic opportunities

Promote walking arid

bicycling by providing safe,

appealing, and comfortable

Street environments

Have a focused and

centralized oevelopment

pattern

Use appropriate

technologies to achieve the

development suatainability

objectives

Preservation of dark skies

that contribute to the rural

character of the Region and

protect the nocturnal wildlife

Provioes sate, appealing, and com

fortable street environments

Creates vibrant and
financially sustainable communities
rather than individual lots

Social capital enhanced

PubIc education, knowledge and

exposure to susta:nabie

technologies

A night sky filled with galaxies,

stars and planets is a

source of beauty snd inspiration

to people and also part of a ‘good

neighbour policy

Sustainability Pillar

Economic

The development will stimulate the

local economy, directly anti

indirectly,

Encourages physical activity that

reduces risk of obesity, heart

disease, and hypertension, reducing

the strain on public health systems

Creates a core of businesses that

support each other

Carefully designed exterior

lighting solutions can reduce

infrastructure costs and energy

use.

-. Proposed Measures
Environmental

Environmental issues will be

considered throughout the plans for

the development in the economic

viability of the project

Communal water, energy and

wastewater systems can be

implemented

Stray light that enters the

atmosphere needlessly consumes

energy and adversely affects

nocturnal wildlife environments

Local employment and economic

opportunities such as job creation

will be generated as a result of the

project

Design streets such that:

a) each building has a principal

functional entry

b) continuous sidewalks in 90% of

streets

c) multi-use paths throughout

Project to be designed to allow

businesses sno services to 1w

close to each other in centralized

area,

Conventional and innovative

technologies will be considered to

optimize performance and

sustainability

Design exterior lighting so that all

site and building mounted

luminaries produces max initial

lsminance no greater than 1.1

horizontal and vertical us at the site

boundary

Regional Growth Strategy,

Smart Growth BC,

LEED-ND SLL5

Smart Growth BC,

LEED-ND NPD Prereq 1

__
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Sustainability Issue

Economy
Generation

Aim
Social

The development will provide

opportun:ties for local employment

and inclusion, helping keep

communities together.

Reference Source

Health and Weilness Ensure residential Maintain health and vitality of Ihe Avoid costs associated with illness, Reduces toxic materials in the local Specify low VOC materials, no LEEO-NC lEO
Indoor Air Quality developtitent conforms to comrnun:ty absenteeism and treatment, environment added tormaldehyde and

• public health guidelines ventilation standards

Health and Wellness
Walkable Streets

Infrastructure
CoritraIzod Development

Infrastructure
Technology

Infrastructure
Dark Skies

Walkable streets promote

transportation efliciency arid reduce

pollution and GHG ernissioss

Minimmes long term costs to the

commonly,’

Prevents environmental impacts

Regonsl Growth Strategy,

Smart Growth BC,

Best Practice

Developer driven

Best Practice

LEED-NC SSc8



; Sustainability Pillar
Sustainability Issue Aim Proposed Measures Reference Source

Social Economic Environmental

Waste and Recycling Promote recyelng, Encourages the innovative reuse of Encourages local recycling facilities Reduction in volume going to Design guidelines will reQuire con- LEED-NC MR2
composting and other waste materials, raises landfil tractors to implement aWaste Reduction , -

. waste reduction practices environmental awareness construction waste managementConstruction

plan and aim to divert at least 75%

of construction waste from landfill

Carbon Emissions Reduce air, water, and land Need for community to minimize Reduces impact of tutsr carbon Carbon emissions redactions in Design guidelines will cite that all Reoional Growth Strategy.
Minimum Building Energy pollution and environmental its global impacts taxes and operating Costs buildings required to mitigate non resioential buildings must be LEED-ND GIB Prereq. 2
Efficiency impacts from energy climate change tO% better than ASHRAE 90.1

production sod Edrcstonal value -20D7 (weighted average and 90%
consumption of residential buldings must meet

Energy Star or equivalent criteria

I Carbon Emissions Desire for low carbon, low Need for neighbourhood Reduce impact of future carbon Carbon emissions reductions Energy efficient street lighting (such LEED-ND GIB13
Energy Efficient energy development community to minimize its global taxes and operating costs in buildings required to mitigate as LED / Solar / Battery system)
Infrastructure impacts climate change and nifrastructure

Carbon Emissions Desire tor low carbon, low Need for neighbourhood Reduce impact of future carbon Carbon emissions reductions mt Design guidelines wll cite that LEED-NC EAc2
Energy use in buildings energy development community to minimize its global taxes and operating costs buildings required to mitigate buildings exceed MNECB by 50%

impacts climate change energy consumption for LEED for Homes credit

corn mercial buildings EA1 .1

Energy consumption rating of 76

or better on Energuide for Homes

(HERS)

Carbon Emissions Maximize passive energy NeeQ for neignbourhood Reduce impact of future carbon Carbon emissions reductions in Passive Solar Layout Regional Growth Strategy,
Passive Energy benefits community to minimize its global taxes and operating costs buildings required to mitigate Developer driven

impacts climate change Best practises

Pollution Maintain air quality within Maintains healthy, clean Avoid coats associated with illness Improved environmental air quality Speirily NOx, SOs and particulate LEED
Community Air Quality tire region surroundings emiason limits for buildings specific limits to be

confirmed

Water Impose no external Water—efficient landscaping helps Recycle water for irrigation and Native landscapes that have lower Use captured rain or recycled Site LEED-NC v2
Efficient landscaping demands on the community to conserve local potable water avoio paying utility rates for irrigation requirements tend to water to eliminate potable water

water supply resources potable water. Also reduces attract native wildlife consumption for irrigation
— maintenance

— RVERWOOD
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Reduce the impact on

natural water resources

Mitigate the impact of

development on drainage

patterns

Social

Aquifer is conserved for future

generations

Educational value

Affordable clean water is a right for

everyone

Educational value

Bonefits the community through

unproved water quality

Educational value

Treating waatewater to re-use

standards for non-potable water

applications reduces the demand on

local aquifers. Social awareness of

wastewater management issues

Sustainability Pillar

Minimize long term costa to

community for water and waste-

water infrastructure

Control of water consumption

cosus and lower cost of supply

than Regional connection

Storm water ponds can provide a

source of wafer for fire protection

for rainwater storage tanks during

dry periods

Minimizes the amount of water

withdrawn from the aouifer

Better awareness of the value of

water

Reduction and treatment of run

off volumes decrease or elimnirrate

contaminants that pollute receiving

water bodies

On-site wastewater management

and water reuse minimizes potential

for impact on surface and ground

water quality

Proposed Measures

Mandate low flow tixtures

use 30% las than LEED bench

mark for non-resiaential, mixed use

and multi-family residential

buildings

- 90% of redential buildings

achieve all 3 p0mm in LEED for

Homes.

Integrated water management plan

making the beat of water

conservation measures including

high water use efficiencies, storm

water and rainwater collection, and

water re-use to actneve net zero

impact

Infiltrate, re-use and

evapotranspirate 80-95% of rain

fall from the development footprint

through measures such as pervious

payers and rainwater collection

Treat all wastewater onsite ho reuse

stanoards with nutrient removal

Reference Source

LEED-NC Achieve all water

credits

Best practices. Health

Canada Guidelines

CaGBC LEED-NC v2

__
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Sustainability Issue Aim

Water
Optimum Building Water

Efficiency

Economic Environmental

Water Impose no external

Self sufficiency demands on community

water supply

Regional Growth Strategy,

LEED-ND GIB Prereq 3

Water
Storm Water Management

Water
ieaste;Nator

Impose no aoditonal

demands on the community

wastewater infrastructure

Capital and operating costs

Regional Growth Strategy,

LEED ND GIB 8

Water Impose no external Water aqufvr is conserved for future Reductio I 0 water consumption Reducing potable water use Reduce potable water use within BC MSR

Wxter use in bchdings demPd5 on the con,munity generations can reduce capital costs of needed reduces the amount of water buildings by at least 30% against CaGBC LEED-NC v2

• water supply water supply and wastewater withdrawn from rivers, streams, LEED baseline

tacilitates aquifers etc...

Legacy Ensure that the Ensures quality surroundings for Maintains value of property and Long term environmental perfor- Requirements will be put in place Suggested by the project
On going sustainability development Oontinues to future community members low running costs mance to ensure that all of the sustainable team

perform over time design features are properly

maintained and managed
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RWE RWOOD

4
740 lots total

10,148.8 sq.m commercial

LEGEND

630 - 700 sq. m Residential lots

EEl 500 600 sq. m Residential lots

350-475 sq. m Residestial lots

Multi-use / Commercial / Retail / Community Purpose

Property Line

0 50 100 200re

COMOX VALLEY


